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Corn Hybrids, Soybean Varieties

The Mission
At Terral Seed, it is our mission to be the seed company most recognized for developing superior crop genetics used by leading producers. We measure our success as a company through your success on the farm. If you can make yield, be profitable and keep doing what you love, then we’re fulfilling our mission to provide top-end genetics and high yield potential on farms and fields where REV® brand seeds hit dirt.

The Science
We’ve identified hundreds of genes that significantly help our seed varieties thrive anywhere. We call it “Focused Adaptability” and it’s something we take very seriously. We develop hybrids and varieties with the attitude of genetics first and traits second. With this attitude, our farmers reap the benefits. We geographically target our products to specific farming conditions such as clay soils, flood irrigation, and cotton ground to name a few.

We follow up with great disease resistance and spot on adaptation. Then, these superior seed products that contain “value added” genetics lead to more yield potential…more often.

The Seeds
REV® Brand Corn
Terral Seed is the leader in introducing value-added trait corn into the South. REV® brand corn hybrids revitalize your opportunity to maximize profit while minimizing risk. Highly adapted, strong performance REV® brand genetics lead to more yield potential...more often.

The genetic diversity of REV® brand corn hybrids coupled with the ability to purchase only the traits you need work to better ensure your profitability. Our focus on genetics first and traits second, will continue to provide you with superior performance in every REV® brand corn hybrid we introduce. Terral Corn seed can now be packaged to order in CenterFlow bulk boxes. Each bulk box or bulk bag will contain 50-80M units.

REV® Brand Soybeans
We’ve identified hundreds of genes that help REV® brand soybean varieties consistently thrive amidst the challenges of climate, soil types, pests and disease. REV® brand soybean varieties are designed to maximize profit while minimizing risk.

The genetic diversity coupled with the ability to purchase only the traits you need improve your potential for a successful yield. By expanding areas of cultivation and producing climate specific varieties, we keep REV® brand soybeans, and your yield potential, on top.

Soybean seed can now be packaged to order in CenterFlow bulk boxes. Each bulk box or bulk bag will contain 45-140K units.

REV® Brand Grain Sorghum
Our mission to be most recognized for offering superior crop genetics holds true in the REV® brand sorghum hybrid line-up. With a focus on genetics first and traits second, these top performing hybrids withstand drought, insects and disease like nobody’s business. And with top yield potential, REV® brand grain sorghum hybrids are proving to be the right fit on farms everywhere.

REV® Brand Sunflowers
REV® brand sunflower hybrids with the DuPont™ ExpressSun® herbicide tolerant trait are tolerant to DuPont™ EX-PRESS® herbicide. This unique sunflower system from DuPont is designed to maximize weed control in sunflower crops and enhance ease of production and yield. This system provides improved weed control over conventional hybrids with traditional herbicides. For the best results, always use Express® herbicide with TotalSol® soluble granules with the ExpressSun® trait system.
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